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INTRODUCTION On He ima 4. 

In thinking about making a submission to the Commission on the Family it seemed to us that the best 
approach was to talk to ‘the experts’, those involved in the daily experience of family life. This 
submission, therefore, is based on the views of parents and young people who use Barnardo’s services. 

Over the last six weeks discussion groups on family life and the Commission have been held with over 
thirty parents and twelve young people in five different Barnardo’s centres. To facilitate these 
discussions participants were asked to consider four main themes: 

- Changes in Family Life 
- Difficulties experienced in Family Life 
- The enjoyable aspects of Family Life 
- Making Family Life better 

Parents and young people took part willingly and enthusiastically. Discussion groups were lively and 
forthright. In addition to these discussions some parents spoke to us individually and allowed us to 
present their "family lives” in more detail. These parents spoke honestly and to great effect. (Their 
names and home situations have been changed to preserve confidentiality.) We hope that we have been 
able to represent properly the views and concerns of all who took part. 

The Submission is entitled "Taking Family Life Seriously” which is not to suggest that family life 
should be sombre, rather it is to convey its importance in our society and the responsible and concerned 
way parents, and indeed young people, approach it. We would like to think that those in positions of 
influence, policy makers, legislators, state agencies, - would begin taking it more ‘seriously’ too. 

Finally we would like to thank the various Barnardo’s staff members who facilitated discussion groups, 
secretarial staff who prepared the submission and, of course, the parents and young people who 
participated so willingly. 

BARNARDO’S 

April 1996
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TAKING FAMILY LIFE SERIOUSLY 

1 Charting the Changes 

In the various discussions parents reflected on 

what family life was like when they were 
children, the changes over the past two decades 
and what their experience of family life is now. 

Generally family life was considered to be 

simpler and less materialistic twenty years ago. 

But it was also rigid with children often 
disciplined harshly. And children often grew up 
in fear of their parents. 

As well as being strict certain aspects of family 

life remained hidden. "We were never told 

anything as kids ... my mother used go up to bed 
complaining of a sore leg and come down with a 
baby! " Serious problems were swept under the 

carpet, "couples didn’t separate they just endured 
the misery", and in some cases they were not 

acknowledged "child sex abuse, rape in marriage 
… it Just wasn’t discussed". 

Parents expressed support for more recent social 
developments. "People now have more 

opportunities and are better educated." Family 
life was described as being "more relaxed and 

more open". Parents were considered by some 

to have a better understanding of children and 
more insight into their needs. It was noted that 

there are now more agencies and groups there to 
support parents and families. Therefore parents 
who stay at home to mind children need not 
necessarily be as isolated. And some support 

was expressed for changes which facilitated 
marriage separation and, now, divorce. 

However, side by side with these positive views, 

anxiety was expressed that the openness and 

liberalisation in society "have gone too far". 
Criticism was voiced of situations where girls 

were becoming pregnant at 14 and 15 years. A 

recurring theme was children have "no respect for 

teachers or police, no manners and no courtesy”. 

One parent related an incident where 9 and 10 
year old children were “slagging' their teacher 

"You're a cow ... who did you sleep with last 

night?” Some described it as "power seems to 

be taken away from parents and children know 
too much”. 

  

can hour to myself" y ‘she finds t time o only: 

Valentine cards from them this year. 

= ‘are communion time or when they. do well ins 

to cook, to use the washing. machine aid to: {Ons     

| | Family Lives 
Patricia: (not her "real name) Be | 

With. SIX children | Patricia has A been through a lot = 

    

“brin “up” cher | 

children but also to attend a: Parent: and Todd er group, Knitting “ 

and art classés and to receive © personal counselling. 

Her allowance of £161. 70 per week plus monthly child à benefit i 

      

of £180.00 is rarely enough. ‘The. weekly ‘mone 

“portioned out (coal £20.00, ESB: £20.00; w iy “shopping o 
£80.00, Cablelink £5:00, ‘the: Tallyman' £T.00.:. u with. 

communion, , : 

  

monthly child benefit going on: shoes, clothes, « 

    

“special events. Times such as Christmas, Easte birthdays and 

   

summer are always an: additional 

means a very limited social life 

night was two months ago". 

rain. ‚ac of money ‘also 

Being alone parent means you are: constantly "on duty”. Patricia 

speaks of how difficult it is to get away alone and even’ visiting 

her mother can be a'hassle. It also means not having: ‘anyone to 

share the responsibility with which becomes areal” issue when 

there are teenagers to look after. 

Despite this Patricia is positive about her als life. She ‘apeaks . 

‘warmly. of her. children and mentions: “how she received. 4 | 

 
 
 
 
 

  

In her own life Patricia is: trying to prepare her: children: for the 

world around them. She says that'she has taught hi r boys how 

And: when her 

16-year old boy is going out for the night she asks "have you: gor 

your condoms with you?" . 

  

  

    

Within this changing and different world parents were seen as experiencing uncertainty 
about whether they are being too liberal or too punitive in their approach. It was suggested also 
that “some parents are not taking responsibility for their children’s behaviour, they don’t know where 

the last time eT was out fora > 

 



    

they are or who they are with." Considerable concern was expressed also about bringing up children 

in a world that is not only more open but also less safe. "Years ago they were safe, now you have to 
watch them more and go out and play with them. Now there are more trucks, more cars, more 

accidents." And parents were very much aware of the realities of drug abuse, AIDS and crime. 

"Drugs are now openly on our streets" and crime has become “more vicious, more senseless."



  

          

TAKING FAMILY LIFE SERIOUSLY 

2 The Difficulties 

Views on this theme overlapped with the concern 

parents expressed about some aspects of modern 

society. Safety for their children was a recurring 

theme "sexual abuse is my biggest fear", and it 
was described also as fear of the unknown, a fear 

of “somebody doing something to them". Some 

parents highlighted the influence society has on 

their children "society says it’s OK to do one 

thing even If parents say it’s not." And in these 

situations parents struggle with the question often 

asked by their children ‘Do you not trust me??. 

Parents described also the very practical and real 

demands on them. "J have a baby who wakes up 

three times a night and the circles around my 
eyes are getting bigger and bigger.” One group 
of six parents were quite clear that being a full 

time mother is harder than having a job “it’s 

constant noise, food, tidying and running to catch 
" up. 

Many spoke also of financial pressures "there is 
huge materialistic pressure” and this was 

inevitably seen as influencing their children. 
"They are more worried now about fashion and 

having what their friends have". There are 
obvious difficulties in this for parents who cannot 
respond to increasing demands. Apart from 

pressure from children making ends meet from 
one week to the next was a constant difficulty for 
a number of parents with one describing it as 

"bills nothing but bills - ESB, coal, TV, fags, 
food, fuel, meat, milk, gas, sweets for the kids, 
TV licence, insurance ...... 

Within one discussion group the tax system was 
considered “anti family”. Families in the tax net 

were seen as having to pay for all services - 
education legal, medical, mortgage - with the 

numbers of children not taken into account. 

Families in certain situations have particular 

difficulties. For lone parents and for those in 
unsupported relationships, there can be loneliness, 

lack of support and depression. Some parents 

  

Norah and Frank (not their real names) 

not. Ihe Government 's   
- As they have a hyperactive son in.a special school,   

  

At 9.20 on a dark cold evening recently Norah. and Plan were 

  

starting to look anxiously at their watches. Their 15: year old _ 

“son was due in at 9 and had not appeared so: far... Ha 

   

  

that age was described by Frank as "all worry". “(The boy 
ii appeared © shortly afterwards, was reprimanded fairly” and an 

appropriate sanction imposéd.) : Br 

Norah: and Frank live with their five children, aged 18: to 53 ‘years 5 5 

‘in a large local authority housing. estate and ‘the! ‘worry’ of 

bringing up their children safely and well was:a: constant theme : 

as we talked. Norah and Frank-are both in second relationships. a 

Norah had 3 children from her first relationship and: two with - 

Frank. They have lived in the estate nine ‚years now; are 

buying their house from the local authority and:as s they < describe 

it “we have put everything into the house". 

= Their commitment to their children i is: obvious but it is also hard 

work. Norah describes it as: an: v endless routine: of washing, 

and no “Government could pay 5 you à for tte! One: dinner: is 

prepared: for everyone and: Frank ‘considers. their “microwave 

essential. “The Government should. give one to-every family.” 

“While they describe their teenage: boys bedroom as. "Beirut “all 

the children do housework at weekends. And: ‘they go on the 
dishes at seven years and the ironing at 12". 

Norah receives a welfare payment and Frank is employed 

recently with the help of a back ‘to work allowance. Money is - 

obviously tight but they are both disciplined. “We were going 

10 go on a holiday this year but it looks like we'll just have 
enough for the Easter Eggs instead." Despite: this they: do 
manage to get out for a drink every week and. regard this: ‘time 

away from the children as essential. 

Their concern for the world their:children are growing up in is 

clear. "The environment out there is different... "is the 
~~ company they keep". And they have strong views that’ ‘parents 

have to take responsibility for their own children’ "it's their Job, 

s". In theirs community. they feel: that: ‘many. . 

parents do not care, "Kids need 10 see more than: their ‘parents 

drinking, doing nixers and being in the bookies.’ “In theit own 

family they emphasise the importance. of communication and. 

respect for children. "You have to learn to apologise when yon 

make a mistake.” 

The enjoyable parts of family life: are things like” ‘seeing a smile 

on a 3 year old’s face when you conie in. from. work" and dinner “ 

time, especially Sundays, when: anything a ; 

discussed. Norah who is a full time mother at home, Says "she: 

feels quite confined although she is taking part n. a personal 

  

  

development course locally and describes it as “brilliant”: Z 

rank: and 
Norah are particularly concerned about his: future at school and 

how he will be catered for. More: generally. they: bemoan the 

lack of social activities out of school hours’ and: the endless 

summer holidays. And although making ends.meet would be a 

concern they are both very clear that “money is:not the main ~ 

issue”, Their concerns are much more around issues of ‘parental - 
responsibility and bringing up children ii ma ‚changed, less safe 

environment, 

  

  

18: Kids u 

verything: gets u       

felt there was a lot of misunderstanding of depression, that it was hard to discuss this with 
GP’s and public health nurses and that professionals needed to be more aware of the symptoms of



    

depression. Families where there is a child with a ‘special need’ experience particular demands 

"dealing with children is hard anyway. There are extra stresses if your child has learning difficulties". 

One parent described it as "a constant round of medical appointments. I had seven within a week 
once.”
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3 The Enjoyable and Positive Aspects 

In considering this most if not all parents spoke 

with obvious enthusiasm and affection for their 
children and their lives together. "Children are 

great company", "with my children I can be a 
child myself”, "it’s good watching them develop", 

"it’s great crack with older children” were just a 

few of the many comments made. Some spoke 
again of family life being more open, of more 

"fun and banter" and of fathers being more 
involved. Others spoke of the positive 

contribution friends and extended family made ” 

could not have managed without my mother” 

At a broader level it was seen as positive that 
there is more choice now as to the type of family 

you form “separation is more acceptable than it 
was and people can also apply for barring 

orders". In one discussion group the availability 
of contraception was seen as important “women 

now have the right to choose whether or not they 

want to have children, this has given them more 

control over their own bodies and lives". 

Continuing on this theme it was noted also that 
women had more rights and more opportunities 

generally. "It's OK to have a social life now." 
(Although in the discussion group where this last 
point was made a participant related a story from 

Mothers’ Day recently. In it this particular 

mother, pregnant, was bringing her husband 

breakfast in bed. Pointing this out she said to 

him "It’s Mothers’ Day. I’m the one should be 

getting breakfast in bed." And the response 

"Sure I’m the one who made you a mother!" An 
illustration, perhaps, that equality in marriage still 

has quite a way to go.) 

Finally a number of parents noted that their 
family life was made more positive by the 

support they received from various agencies. 
"Having women’s groups, I think that’s really 

good”, "people that help like Homestart", 
"having Barnardo’s helping parents", "places 

that take kids with learning difficulties gives 
families a break" - these were amongst many 

comments about the positive contribution made by 

helping organisations. 

  

  << on-a.special bus and the two smaller ones are: transpor, 

- Barmnardo's nursery by minibus, the others: walk to scho: 

- they all go out its: housework until 11. 00am: 

week I go to the’ Barnardo's parent and. toddler group and he : 

: Other mornings T just sit: at home gering bored. FESS. 

pregnant at 13 and 14 is not uncommon.   

Family Lives: po 
Catheri ine: (Not her real name) = 

> Fora single parent living with eight children, ‘ranging in age 

. from 18 to.2, in a three ‘bedroomed local: authority house, 

Catherine describes her daily: routine with remarkable: calmness. = 

"Usually I'm up at'6 and start getting breakfast organised and 

getting them ready for school. The one whois: handicapped goes, 

10. the > 

  

    

  

  

ee washing up, homework, T.V: plaine and bedtime ar Various a 

stages. During the evening; my downs syndrome: boy is with me 

all the time and IT usually get to bed.at 10. Spin. 

Catherine has a weekly social welfare income EEE an 
monthly child benefit of £214.00. Money is very tight and she 
outlines in detail what it goes on every week. Cl efitis 
used to buy clothes for the children but.can: justas easily’ be used 

to buy food or to pay the monthly milk bill. of £59.00. This 

Christmas, she says, “nwo of the kids didn’t really: get any 

présents, just some clothes." And whatever about buying for the 

children there is little or nothing left for herself. "To meet you: 

today I borrowed my son”s leather jacket and so he: stayed home 

from school”. Catherine says that an extra: £40/50 per week : 

would make her “comfortable”. — 

    

Just as money is restricted so is. her three bedroomed: house. 
When it was allocated to her by the a authority ‘it: was. <> 

  

        

heating - “my kitchen is so. cold 1 have to. weart vo: oats. in it” 

  

Catherine leads a difficult and demanding life. Most of her o 

friends. are on the far side of the city where she: once: lived: ‘Het 

social life-now is non-existent saying: Simply “can raffórd ir", 

Despite: this she is: positive and attached to her: ‚children. She 

describes Barnardo’s and the social’ worker : from: the centre 

where her Downs Syndrome ‘son attends: :as being. very | 

supportive. 

  

into sex and relationship education. Where she lives girls ‘gettin £ 

And she would like: 
more money especially for lone parents. As:she:puts-it “I was... 

left completely alone with seven and. one on the vay", l 
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4 Making Family Life Better 

This topic was considered in detail with local and 

national issues considered. 

  Income Support and Employment 

Most parents were critical of the tax and welfare 

system. "Social welfare payments are too low to 
live on ... what they pay the unemployed and 

single parents is like loose change.” One parent 
noted that "What's given with one hand is taken 
back with the other, if you get a rise in your 

payment your rent goes up as well". A number 

of suggestions focused on child benefit and in a 
few discussion groups the idea of targeting child 

benefit more at those in need was put forward. 
This could be done by increasing the rates and 
making it taxable or else setting an income 

threshold. It was suggested also that child 

benefit could be paid weekly. 

At a broader level a number of people felt that 
more incentives were required to return to work 
and move out of the welfare system. Those in 
the ‘black economy’ (eg. childminders) should be 

encouraged to become legitimate workers but 

without being penalised. Child care was seen as 
crucial in allowing parents return to education or 

work. It was felt that the state had to play a 

more active role in providing day care and creche 

facilities. Employers also should be more open 

to job sharing and part time work. 

Children with Special Needs   

For parents with children who had a mental or 

physical disability this was an obvious area of 

concern. It was suggested that medical cards 

should be given automatically to all children with 

disabilities. Parents wanted also to see the 

procedures for getting domiciliary allowance 

streamlined and would like hospitals to introduce 
a better system for appointments so there is not 

constant waiting. 

Another area of concern was that of the 

integration of children with disabilities into the 

mainstream school system. On a couple of 
occasions parents said that schools ‘simply aren’t interested’. 

  

  «Mary. (not her real’ name) 

Sometimes the days’ for Mary,.a:24 year ‘old. single patent, can 7 

. be long änd tiring.: : Her four year old daughter Sarah: 

"bad health sleeps poorly and can often be awake from 3.30 in the 

“aspect of being a lone: ‚parent. Despite this Many | i 

is only a two bedroomed house. "Sarah alte s the: arnardo’ Ss 

‘pre-school in the mornings and Mary spends - ‚most of ‘the 

the support of her family she would: never: make: en 

doesn’ t receive any maintenance and her monthly: 

“year without success: 

"ons of girls 

  

  

  

morning. The day then can be a-bit of a. struggle to keep Sarah oe 

“from: falling asleep Us she does then we could be up: all night”, 

Long days with full responsibility for. your ‚child is jist one 

   

  

  articulate and committed to her daughter. Married. 

was. separated less: than: two! years. later.. 

    

    

mornings in-the Barnardo's centre or: with some. of. the: other. 

parents there. Afternoons-and.evenings are: spent: at: home with 

her daughter and in contact with a few. friends, | 

:Mary's income is £77.00 per week lone: parents allowance: and 

not surprisingly money is a constant headache. On the day: we. 

talked she was waiting for.her mother. to: come: and meet: heras. 

she hadn’t the fare home. And she acknowledges that without 

    

hild: benefit 

of £27.00 rarely meets the cost of keeping: her. daughter: in 

clothes and shoes. “My daughter is rarely stuck", "she: says: “but 

that means I have to do without myself”. 

Adding to her financial pressures Mary is trying to. puts some 

money by for a deposit to-renta flat, She:has: been told: ‘by the 

local housing that she.is ‚aumber three: hundred and. d tity: two: on 

   

            

She. says: ‘that andlor je 
children or won't accept rent allowance’ 

- landlords give rent receipts ‘to. tenants: wi o 

support from the Health Board). 

Despite these difficulties Mary has no regrets: about having: her o 

daughter - “everything I’ve purin-Lam getting back now. We’ ‘ré 

  

‘yery close ...... she's the one keeping) me. sane" 
determined to make a life for both of them, “Attending: the = 

  

in creating ‘opportunities. for: herself to meet and make friends 

with other parents. 

  

For the future Mary would like to see local: auth jritie 

flat complexes and put money into: houses’ for: 

would like also to see much more: emphasis on:te 

sex education for boys and girls. Where she lve ne 

* getting pregnant atan: n early. age. 

   

   

  

And men? "Ar present 70% of women do: everything. with and 

jor children. Men are changing, but slowly. and much. more 

effort is needed to change them." : o : 

        
more resources and more staff training for integration to work properly.. 

who has 

    
Others suggested that schools needed
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Juvenile Justice & Crime   

For quite a number of parents dealing with crime was an important issue. "We need more guards 
around to stop joy riders and murders", "more severe sentencing needed", "the guards need to clamp 

down more on serious crime” were just a few of the comments made. Within one discussion group it 
was felt that there was not enough secure units for young people. "Young people going to court know 

they will get off because there is no place to put them." However the same group did say that they 

"would try to rehabilitate people, we wouldn’t just stick them somewhere. " 

Supporting Children and Families 
  

Considerable importance was attached to the development of support services for children and parents. 

A general suggestion, echoing the view of many, was that "there needs to be more support systems for 

families, especially new parents." Parent support groups were seen as a positive means of "relieving 

isolation, as a place to discuss ideas and as a way of meeting other parents in the same situation." 

Creche facilities were seen as very valuable, “it can be very hard to get a break”. 

Specifically for children many parents spoke of the need for "better playgrounds, nearby and with 

security” and for more youth clubs and activity groups. Other emphasised the value of outings and 

holidays. 

And for men it was suggested that men “aren’t very good at forming groups compared to women". 
They need to be supported through "sporting activities - darts, snooker, swimming, football, trips with 

their kids." 

Finally, the need to have more activities for teenagers and youths was suggested. This view was 

summed up by one discussion group as follows. "We need more youth projects - its scandalous to say 

that the only place they might end up is in the pub".
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5 The Views of Children 

The views of two groups of children, one aged 10 - 12 years, the other 10 - 14 years, who attend a 
Barnardo’s Centre were sought. Questions were put to them about various aspects of family life and 
their comments are presented here in their own words. 

What are the good things about living in a Family? 

10 - 12 years olds 12 - 14 year olds 

The comments made were 

"it’s good to have someone to play with" "Love, sharing. Can get money." 
"it’s nice to have a place which is safe "Friendship, being cared for and being able 
and someone to love and care for you" to care for others". 
"I get a lot of support from my family. "Having someone around all the time." 
They also give me good food." 
"If a parent died you would miss them a lot 
then." 

"Nice to have lots of brothers and sisters." 

What are the most difficult things about living in a family? 

"Rowing with parents, fighting with "Being given out to - it hurts." 
brothers and sisters." "Being beaten." 
"Trying to talk to people in your family "Fighting with parents and brothers and 
is the hardest thing to do" sisters." 

"Having to live with the same people "Cleaning up after others." 
all of the time". "Babysitting for younger brother and sisters - 
""Having chores to do and having to not being thanked for anything you do." 
"mind younger brothers and getting into However another girl said "You should clean 
trouble if anything happens to them." up because your mother always cleaned up 
"Money problems - not having enough money after you when you were younger." 
"to go around everyone in the family." 

To make my home a perfect place to live in I need ... 

"Love, care, happiness, tenderness, peace." "No brothers and sisters." 
"Trust, food, money" "No fighting" 

"Someone in the house working to make "More money, less bills" 
money." "Being allowed to use the telephone more 
"Some nice things, eg TV games." often."



  

    

    

Whar pressures do you face from your parents/family ? 

"Not being let watch what you want to 
watch on television." 

"Not being let out." 
"Being grounded for doing something wrong." 
"Always being reminded about not getting 
into trouble at school." 

"Being told not to fight with anyone." 

"Having to babysit". 
"Going on about drinking, drugs, facts of 
life." 

“Constantly nagged to clean up, after 
everyone". 
"Being warned not to get into trouble in 
school." 

What changes have happened over the past number of years 
which have affected how people live together as a family? 

"Mother and father separating - rows 

all the time before and after the break up." 
"Divorce" 

"Television - people in my family do not 

seem to talk as much." 

"Many problems cause a lot of arguments 
between everyone." 

"Breaking up of the family due to fighting, 
arguments." 
"Drinking" "Money problems" 

How would you improve the way families live today? 

"Give them more money" 

"Bigger houses to suit the number of 
people in a house." 

Put homeless people into hostels." 

"Give more jobs to people and this 
might stop rows." 

10 

"Put down bills. " 
"Help poor people - give them more money, 
e.g. lone parents." 
"Free lunches at school - introduce them. 
"Clothes too expensive - it would reduce the 
reduce costs"." 
Build more shelters for homeless people and 
give them more help." 
"Free education - there’s none - books are 
too expensive and when you get some they 
are not even brand new." 
"When it comes to divorce children should 
be asked where h/she wants to live at age of 
12. It’s their family too."
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6 The Barnardo’s Perspective 

While this submission is based on the views of a number of parents and some young people who use 
our services we thought it would be useful if Barnardo’s attempted to distil, at one step removed, some 
of the main underlying themes emerging. These are presented as follows. 

Firstly it is quite clear to us that amongst the parents we spoke to there is an enormous commitment from 
them to their children and to the creation of a positive family life. In nearly all our discussions parents 
were predominately concerned about family life as it effected their children. Many of the parents we 
spoke to live in difficult circumstances but are quite clearly trying to do their best for their children and 
are quite selfless in this respect. 

It is clear also that parenting is very hard work. By any standards “a parenting day” which can start at 
five or six in the morning and go on until ten at night is demanding and stressful. If we add to this 
the fact that some parents are parenting alone or with limited incomes we can begin to understand the 
pressures some families experience. We were struck by the comment made by the group of full time 
mothers who were quite clear that being a full time parent is much more difficult than having a full time 
job. 

So if parents are committed but are also doing a demanding job what will improve family life? 

It is probably a truism, but worth saying nevertheless, that if we want to improve family life we have 
to improve the world within which families live. Parents we spoke with are very conscious of a fast 
changing society. Some of these changes are seen as positive others cause great concern. Crime, 
increasing violence, drug abuse, unemployment, are all seen as having a largely negative impact on 
family life. Parents feel unsafe and worried for their children’s future. Clearly these issues are 
complex and difficult to address but they do need to be tackled if family life is to improve. It is 
important, therefore, to recognise that this broad approach is required rather than a narrower focus on 
what might be regarded as specific ‘family issues’ such as child care and family law. 

Within the fast changing world there seems to be particular concerns regarding young people and 
teenagers. This manifested itself in different ways with some expressing strong views about young 
people ‘out of control’ and involved in crime. Others were concerned about the absence of youth 
facilities and the worry of young people being out and about ‘in a different world’. Many more 
worried about the lack of respect young people have for parents and authority generally. 

The issues raised here are difficult but essential to address. The problem of young people ‘out of 
control’ or breaking the law raises immediate questions for our neglected child care and juvenile justice 
systems, which require immediate answers. At a more practical level it seems to us that parents and 
young people together and separately need to be supported in how to cope with this ‘different world’. 
Young people need education about drugs, safety and relationships. They also need attractive 

alternatives, in terms of youth projects and facilities, to videos and drink. Parents need to be supported 
in how they communicate with their teenagers and set boundaries in a world where ‘authority’ is not 
recognised so easily. And crucially both parents and young people need to learn how to communicate 
with and understand each other. 

All of these issues, it seems to us, highlight the importance of proper investment in young people and 
not just when they become involved in crime. It emphasises also the value of programmes and training 
courses which assist parents deal with issues of authority, conflict, boundary setting and which bridge 
the gap between parents saying "it’s all worry” and young people complaining about parents "going on 
about drinking, smoking and drugs”. 
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As part of the general concerns expressed about young people the issue of teenage/young pregnancies 
is also important. Some parents regretted becoming parents at a young age themselves. Others were 
very conscious of the ‘tons’ of teenage girls in their communities becoming pregnant. Again this 
situation is complex but it highlights the need for a range of measures, starting at a young age, in 
personal development, relationships and sex education. 

It was evident also from the various discussions that bread and butter issues are fundamental. Many 
parents have huge difficulties in making ends meet. Rates of social welfare were described variously 
as ‘a joke’, ‘a farce’ and ‘loose change’. Some had difficulties with regard to housing, either in 
maintenance or indeed finding a place to live. These issues lead us back to the point we made earlier - 
we have to create a proper environment for family life to develop. And obviously if families have not 
enough money or a proper house then their lives will be diminished considerably. (In this context it is 
instructive to note that while parents talked in detail about finance, housing and the cost of child rearing, 
very few mentioned issues such as family law and the introduction of divorce. An indication perhaps 
that while these issues are undoubtedly important, for many parents getting from one pay day to the next 
is a more pressing priority.) 

We should draw attention also to the crucial contribution of support services - for parents and children - 
if family life is to prosper. When we recall the situation of many parents who contributed to this 
submission, either as lone parents, families who are constantly “on duty’ or just parents committed to 
their children, we can then begin to gauge the importance of services such a preschools, creches, day 
nurseries, personal development courses and parent support groups. Services and programmes like these 
can be hugely beneficial in supporting parents in the difficult and sometimes quite isolated task of 
bringing up children. Activities specifically directed at children can be essential also in providing the 
range of good quality educational and social experiences they require. 

In Conclusion: 
Parents have pointed out correctly that there has been an inadequate commitment from the State to the 
development of a comprehensive range of child care service sin Ireland. In recent years the gaps in our 
services for ‘at risk’ children have become apparent and are beginning to be addressed. There are gaps 
too in the range of facilities available for parents wishing to return to work or join a training course. 
These various gaps lead us to make a final important point - We need a co-ordinated and integrated 
approach if family life is to be supported properly. 

The different issues raised here - crime, housing, maintenance, drug abuse, social welfare, 
unemployment, relationship education, parenting training, youth services - require action from a range 
of government departments, local authorities and health boards. We need, therefore, to plan properly 
for families, particularly those experiencing difficulties, and we must involve parents and young people 
in this process. 

And finally Barnardo’s would like to acknowledge once more the enormous enthusiasm, concern and 
commitment to family life shown by those who use our services. We would like to think that this will 
be mirrored by a more urgent response from Government and the State to the development of integrated 
approaches which will protect and enhance the lives of children, parents and families. 
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